The State of FOIA

How Successful Are Freedom of Information Act Requests?

Only 25.39% of FOIA requests are successful, meaning they get a response and result in new information being released to the public.

How Expensive Is FOIA?

Only 1.63% of FOIA requests have a fee, but the average fee is a shocking $3,573,128.06.

Top Requests

While people are requesting records everywhere and from every agency, there are a few who have gotten more than their share of requests.

State

Massachusetts (1,916)
New York (1,724)
California (1,360)
Texas (881)
Florida (859)

Agency

FBI (7,519)
CIA (1,761)
Dept. of State (868)
NSA (807)
Homeland Security (857)

How Long Is Too Long?

The allowed FOIA request response time is 20 days, but the actual response time is often much, much longer.

- Allowed response time: 20 days
- Average response time: 228 days

How Many Requests Are There?

There are currently more than 34,000 requests submitted through MuckRock. Of those, more than 6,800 have no responsive documents. And while more requests have been completed than are overdue, it's not by much.

- Total requests filed: 34,102
- Completed requests: 27.20%
- Rejected requests: 11.56%
- Overdue requests: 20.01%
- No responsive documents: 20.08%